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國立臺中教育大學 96 學年度大學日間部轉學招生考試 

語文（英文）試題 
 

I. Vocabulary and Grammar (20 points, 2 points for each question) 
 
1. The victim did not remember anything before she lost her _______. Therefore, the 

police had no clue at all about this traffic accident. 
A. conscience  B. consciousness C. concise   D. conscientious 
 

2. My mother was extremely mad at me yesterday because I came home late again 
without a good _______. 
A. exercise  B. execution  C. excuse  D. excerpt 
 

3. Karen is considered the most _______ writer of our time. Millions and billions of 
people are fascinated by the characters and events created by her in her novels. 
A. imaginative  B. imaginary  C. imagined  D. imaginable 
 

4. Jenny is a very _______ wedding organizer. She goes over all the details several 
times before the wedding begins. 
A. ambitious   B. meticulous C. artistic  D. captivate 
 

5. This test _______ three parts: vocabulary and grammar, cloze test, and translation. 
A. consists of  B. consist  C. is composed D. composes of 
 

6. I wanted to go to that party; _______ I didn’t finish my homework and I couldn’t 
really go. 
A. but   B. therefore,  C. however,  D. because 
 

7. Many college students are addicted _______ online games and spend more of their 
time playing these games than studying for school work. 
A. on    B. for   C. to   D about 
 

8. If you had told me about your problem earlier, I _______ you to solve it. 
A. had helped  B. will have had C. would help D. would have helped 
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9. No sooner _______ into the classroom when I heard the ring that signaled the 

beginning of the exam. 
A. had I walked B. would I walk C when I walked D. walked I 
 

10. All we need _______ a little open-mindedness and sympathy to make this world a 
better place to live. 
A. are   B is    C. being   D. is being  

 
II. Cloze Test (20 points, 2 points for each question) 
 
In size, Canada is the __11__ country on earth. In terms of economic power, it is a member of 
the Big Seven, the world’s __12__ industrial nations, ranking along __13__ the United States, 
France, the United Kingdom, Italy, Germany, and Japan. Canada __14__ an active role in 
international affairs, often taking __15__ in peacemaking and humanitarian missions. 
 
11. A. two largest  B. second largest  C. two larger  D. second larger 
12. A. lead   B. led    C. leading  D. leaded 
13. A. in    B. at     C. against  D. with 
14. A. plays   B. puts on   C. acts   D. takes on 
15. A. a part   B. the part   C. some parts  D. part 
 
During the economic depression of the __16__, American President Franklin D. Roosevelt 
held “Fireside Chats’ in an effort to restore confidence __17__ the economy and in the 
government. During this time, many comedians __18__ famous for their radio shows. Sports 
heroes merged mainly due to the exciting and colorful descriptions __19__ by sports 
announcers. And the brief __20__ of drama shows held the interest and attention of 
housewives all over American. These radio shows were called “soap operas” because they 
advertised soap products aimed at housewives, and the themes were usually sad and tragic. 
 
16. A. 1930   B. 1930s    C. 1930’s   D. 1930s’ 
17. A. on    B. in     C. to    D. with 
18. A. becomes  B. was becoming  C. become  D. became 
19. A. broadcasted  B. broadcast   C. broadcasting D. is broadcasting 
20. A. acts   B. episodes   C. scenes   C. plays 
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III. Translation: Please translate the following paragraph into Chinese: 10% 

     Spoken language has the speed and immediacy to facilitate the social and 
occupational activities we undertake as part of our everyday living. Writing things 
down inevitably slows up and makes more formal an act of communication. Of course, 
this is not to say that writing is unimportant in developed societies — without written 
language societies cannot develop — but societies can and do survive without the 
written word. They cannot, of course, survive without the spoken word. 
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